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Silicon nitride on steel sliding contacts may provide advantageous tribological properties 

over traditional self-mated pairs, however the friction and wear behavior at high sliding speeds 

(>1 m/s) is not well understood. Previous studies at low sliding speeds (<1 m/s) have found that 

the wear mechanisms change as a function of the operating parameters, e.g. atmosphere, sliding 

speed, load, and temperature, due to the formation of transition metal oxides such as Fe2O3 and 

Fe3O4. This study detected transient effects of the dry silicon nitride on steel contact over a range 

of sliding speeds to understand their relation to tribochemical reactions and the resulting 

tribological behavior. Two sets of dry silicon nitride on steel experiments were conducted at 1.45 

GPa maximum Hertzian pressure. The first set were low sliding speed reciprocating experiments, 

conducted at an average of 0.06 m/s, conducted at variable operating temperature, ranging from 

23 °C to 1000 °C. In the low sliding speed experiments, transitions of the wear mechanism from 

adhesive wear, to abrasive wear, then to oxidative wear was observed when the operating 

temperature increased. The second set were high sliding speed experiments, conducted at 

variable sliding speeds, ranging from 1 m/s to 16 m/s. In the high sliding speed experiments, a 

transition from adhesive wear to oxidative wear was observed when the sliding speed surpassed 

4.5 m/s. The high sliding speed experiments were accompanied by in-situ instrumentation which 

detected the presence of a tribofilm which correlated to a reduction in friction, and its formation 

was linked to tribochemical reactions induced by high flash temperatures. Both sets of 

experiments had a maximum estimated contact temperature of 1000 °C where oxidative wear 

was prevalent. Although, the low sliding speed experiments underwent severe bulk oxidation and 



 

thermal softening effects, while the high sliding speed experiments experienced localized flash 

heating events with temperatures sufficient to form a semi-coherent tribofilm that was lubricious 

and significantly improved wear resistance. Therefore, the effects of transition metal oxides in 

sliding contacts are determined to be significantly influenced on their mechanisms of formation 

and interrelated to the operating parameters as found for dry sliding silicon nitride on steel 

contacts. 
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CHAPTER 1 

BACKGROUND AND LITERATURE REVIEW 

1.1 Introduction to Tribology 

1.1.1 Basis of Tribology: Friction, Wear, and Lubrication 

Friction is the force opposing motion that occurs when interfaces of two materials come 

into sliding contact. The origin of this force is generally described to be from contacting 

asperities, which are protuberances inhibiting surface uniformity, or adhesion, which is the 

bonding force that may occur at the atomistic or molecular scale independent of asperities [1, 2]. 

The frictional force (F) is classically described to be directly proportional to the applied load (L), 

giving rise to a coefficient of friction (μ or “CoF”).  Bowden and Tabor’s classic theory of 

adhesion assumes complete plastic deformation of asperities, thus expanding this frictional force 

to be the product of the real contact area at asperities (Ar) and the shear strength of the softer 

material (τ). The load over the contact area is the contact pressure (p), thus showing that friction 

is also directly proportional to the shear strength over the contact pressure, as described by 

equation 1.  

µ =  F
L

=  Arτ
L

= τ
p

(1) 

The coefficient of friction is theoretically invariant to operating conditions for a given material 

pair. However, physical and chemical changes at the interface significantly impact the coefficient 

of friction during sliding. 

Wear is the systems response to friction [3]. By nature, friction involves the 

transformation of energy, this results in energy dissipation and material degradation [4]. These 

phenomena occur for all systems in sliding contact, meaning the mechanism of wear is an 

important engineering consideration [5]. Archard’s wear equation is the most fundamental 
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equation describing wear, equation 2, especially related to the adhesive wear mechanism. It 

estimates that volume worn (V) is proportional to the sliding distance (D) and normal load (L) 

over the hardness (H), with an important proportionality constant (Km) specific to the wear 

mechanism. 

V = Km
DL
H

 (2) 

The proportionality constant, also known as the wear coefficient, can be experimentally 

measured and may assist in identifying the wear mechanism. However, Archard’s law is most 

commonly applied only as a starting point for wear analysis, as it is often found to be insufficient 

for experimental predictions of wear volume [6]. 

Lubrication is the reducing of friction or wear in a system through use of a liquid, solid, 

or gas lubricating agent – i.e. the lubricant [7]. Lubricants work by mitigating contact between 

asperities, with liquid lubricants finding the most widespread use. The effectiveness of a liquid 

lubricant is in its ability to provide fluid-film and boundary lubrication [8, 9]. Fluid-film 

lubrication occurs when the lubricant forms a hydrodynamic or elastohydrodynamic (EHL) film 

separating the surfaces. While boundary lubrication is the protection a lubricant provided when 

surface or asperity contact occurs. The lubricating mechanism is dependent on not only the 

lubricant, but also on the operating conditions, with special emphasis on the relationship between 

viscosity and temperature [10]. Solid lubricants may be suitable for conditions too extreme for 

liquid lubricants (e.g. vacuum of space or high temperature) [11]. The most commonly used solid 

lubricants, such as graphite, MoS2, or HBN, have a layered or lamellar crystal structure with 

weak bonding between layers, thus when sliding the layers readily shear thereby lowering 

friction [12]. 
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An understanding of the basis of friction, wear, and lubrication provides the framework 

for Tribology. Tribology etymologically combines the Greek tribos, meaning “to rub”, and logia, 

meaning “study of”, and is defined as: “A study that deals with the design, friction, wear, and 

lubrication of interacting surfaces in relative motion (as in bearings or gears)” [13]. Though this 

term was not coined until 1966, ancient societies from the Egyptians to da Vinci understood the 

need to employ engineering solutions for problems involving friction and wear [14]. Modern 

tribology has emerged as a multi-disciplinary field, combining physics, chemistry, metallurgy, 

and engineering, with goals towards developing technologies that result in economic savings, 

reduced carbon emissions, and expanded device capabilities [15]. It has been estimated that 23% 

of the world’s total energy consumption involve tribological contacts, and that new technologies 

produced from advances in tribology may save upwards of 1.4% of global GDP and reduce 

carbon emissions by 1,460 Mt CO2 [16].  

 

1.1.2 Experimental Tribology 

Tribotesting allows for simulations of a tribosystem, which is critical in the design and 

development of new technologies. Efforts to address issues regarding scale and cost can be found 

via design of experiments, coupon simulation, and through the use of virtual tribotesting with 

complex models, e.g. molecular dynamics [17].  

Careful consideration is required when determining the contact conditions and motion for 

a set of tests, in order for the experiment to have relevant engineering applications [18]. Many 

tribometers are only outfitted to provide information pertaining to one contact condition. 

Common contacts include but are not limited to ball-on-disk, ball-on-ring, pin-on-disk, pin-on-

ring, block-on-ring, and disk-on-disk. Each contact having unique initial conditions that affect 
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the tribological response, such as the respective area, pressure, and entry angle. Furthermore, the 

motion may vary – e.g. unidirectional sliding, rolling, reciprocating, and fretting [19]. Due to the 

variety of contact conditions the velocity between bodies takes on different forms. Sliding speed 

(Us) is simply the difference in velocity of the two bodies, applicable to experiments with 

unidirectional motion – equation 3. The entrainment speed (Ue) is half the combined velocity of 

the two bodies and yields the speed that lubricants or third-bodies traverse through the contact – 

equation 4. Reciprocating motion has variable sliding speed over the stroke length (ℓ), thus 

providing for an average sliding speed (Uave) and a maximum sliding speed (Umax) as described 

by equation 5 and equation 6, respectively. 

Us = |U1 − U2| (3) 

Ue = �U1+U2
2

� (4) 

Uave = 2ℓΩ (5) 

Umax = ℓΩπ (6) 

When tribotesting the input for the experiment length is typically determined either by 

experiment time, number of cycles, or sliding distance. These variables are interchangeable, and 

each has implications towards what effects may be determined by the experimental setup. Sliding 

time assists in understanding the effects of kinetic processes that may be occurring in the system 

(e.g. phase transformations). Experiments considering the number of cycles enables close 

scrutiny of the dynamic wear scar. While experiments with sliding distance input permits the 

analysis of the contacting static component. Commonly, the experiment length is held constant 

over a variety of testing conditions to compare the impact of the contact conditions on the 

tribological behavior. However, changing the experiment length over repeated operating 

conditions allows for understanding of the evolution of the wear mechanisms or friction behavior 
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with time. It is valuable to consider that for a given experimental setup it may be that only one of 

the three length scales is held constant between experiments. For example, with a unidirectional 

pin-on-disk experiment the sliding distance (D) is the product of sliding velocity (Us) and time 

(t), and also the product of the number of cycles (c) and the radius (r) of the pin from the center – 

equation 7. 

D = Ust =  c2πr (7) 

 
Figure 1.1: Unidirectional pin-on-disk specimen 

 

Thus, it is apparent that different combinations of time and speed or number of cycles and 

radius can yield the same distance. This allows for the generation of a testing protocol that keeps 

distance constant yet maximizes the number of tests for a single sample – by increasing the 

number of cycles for tests at reduced radius to achieve identical sliding distance. Figure 1.1 

exemplifies this testing method, illustrating multiple wear tracks on a single specimen that were 

run for the same sliding distance and time because sliding speed was kept constant, but different 

number of cycles between wear tracks due to the changing radius. 

It is common to have tribosystems that do not exhibit uniform friction behavior due to 

transient effects. The origins of which may be chemical or physical [20]. Thus, implementing 

instrumentation that is capable of detecting such changes is critical for an effective experimental 

setup. Several characterization methods common after experimentation (ex-situ) may also be 

applied during the test (in-situ), such as microscopy and spectroscopy. Furthermore, there are 

particular in-situ methods that record data otherwise unavailable ex-situ, including acoustic 
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emissions, optical microscopy, and thermography [21-23]. In-situ instrumentation is applicable 

for all manners of sliding contact, including both low and high speed tribometry, and may be 

configured independent of the tribometers operational inputs. Successful instrumentation may 

even be applied for field use whereby the active monitoring of contact conditions is achieved, 

allowing for the implementation of auxiliary engineering controls, such as the dispensing of 

additional lubricant or a change in operating conditions before component failure. 

 

1.2 Wear Mechanisms 

The governing wear mechanisms for a system are critical to distinguish because the 

prevalent wear behavior indicates what engineering controls may be effective for a given system. 

The four fundamental wear mechanisms are adhesive wear, abrasive wear, fatigue wear, and 

oxidative wear [3]. Varying phenomena within each mechanism and the interactions between 

mechanisms introduce complications in wear determination. Therefore, understanding the 

process by which the mechanism occurs and identifying key features associated with a particular 

mechanism assist in wear analysis [24]. 

The first approach for wear analysis is often estimating the volume wear. Positive wear 

occurs when material is removed, and negative wear occurs if material is gained. For example, in 

a closed system the transfer of material from one surface to the other due to sliding does not 

result in a net change of the amount of material in the system, but in this case the surface which 

lost material is defined to have positive wear, whereas the other surface which gained material is 

defined to have negative wear, or rather has “formed wear debris”. The volume wear (V) is often 

translated into a useful parameter known as wear rate (Kr) by taking volume worn over the 

product of sliding distance (D) and load (L) – equation 8. The wear rate equation is a 
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rearrangement of Archard’s wear equation, equation 2, meaning that wear rate is analogous to an 

experimentally derived proportionality constant suited for a given material pair. 

Kr = V
DL

  (8) 

However, wear rate alone cannot classify which wear mechanisms are at play. Thus, identifying 

the wear mechanisms and their signatory features is important. 

Adhesive wear happens when contacting asperities form a bond strong enough to resist 

the sliding force, this bond is a result of adhesive forces comparable to welding. Eventually the 

asperity contacts regions, or junctions, succumb to the sliding force and separate. This separation 

occurs as a plastic response from the propagation of subsurface dislocations which weaken the 

junction. The compromised junction eventually fractures and allows for material transfer or the 

formation of a wear particle. The manner in which the junction fractures may lead to features 

such as tongue-like debris or wedge-like debris. 

Abrasive wear is the removal of material that occurs from sliding contact of materials 

with a disparity in hardness by means of ploughing or abrading. This is a plastic response and 

leads to more severe wear than adhesive wear. The worn material may generate a grooved 

surface with debris described as “ribbon-like”, which may fracture off. The way abrasive wear 

occurs is primarily dependent on hardness and fracture toughness. If the material is ductile it 

typically experiences a cutting mode, where hard asperities shear through the soft surface. A 

brittle material typically undergoes crack propagation and brittle fracture.  

Fatigue wear develops from repeated cycling especially common in rolling contacts. 

Fatigue wear is possible when the maximum Hertzian stress is below the critical yield stress, 

because features like surface roughness, inclusions, and defects exist. Regions with such 

inhomogeneities are susceptible for crack initiation and propagation due to their lower critical 
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yield stress. Successive cycles expand the cracks separating the material and forming pits. 

Cycling may also lead to plastic flow which introduces conformity that may lower the contact 

stress and may also lead to work hardening. Cracks, pits, spalls (a collection of pits), “frost” 

(micropits), and flakes are all possible indications of fatigue wear [25]. Fatigue wear can be 

mitigated by reducing Hertzian stress and by reducing inhomogeneity, e.g. through polishing or 

processing. 

Oxidative wear, or corrosive wear, requires a chemical reaction between the atmosphere 

and the contacting materials which may produce an oxide film on the surface. This reaction layer 

grows with time and temperature, which with sufficient time or temperature may attain a critical 

thickness. The removal process of the layer, the protection the layer affords to the bulk, and the 

reaction rate relative to wear rate are all important considerations when investigating oxidative 

wear. Also, oxidative melt wear may occur when contact temperatures exceed the materials 

melting point. Oxidized regions may be identified by their distinct chemical signature especially 

when compared to unworn regions. This mechanism is also known as corrosive wear, which is a 

more general term for wear aided by chemical or electrochemical interactions [3]. 

Models using empirically or theoretically derived equations assist in the understanding 

and evaluation of wear mechanisms for a given system. Models typically use wear equations that 

identify the key variables or constraints for a given system. Furthermore, wear equations can 

determine the magnitude of wear coefficients useful in distinguishing mechanisms. These wear 

equations may be implemented to create simulations of wear that utilize computational 

techniques such as finite element methods or molecular dynamics [26, 27]. Multi-variable “wear-

mechanism maps”, using equations, or characterization of experimental results are techniques 
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which allow for relatively quick analysis of potential wear mechanisms for a given system [28, 

29]. 

 

1.3 Tribochemistry 

Thermomechanical interactions are the combination of frictional heating (thermal) and 

plastic deformation (mechanical) effects prevalent in dry sliding contacts. It has been found that 

most of the energy generated from thermomechanical interactions dissipates amongst the top 

5μm layer – leading to phenomena such as fine-grained microstructures containing a mixture of 

constituents from both sliding bodies [30]. Most of this dissipated energy is assumed thermal, yet 

the interplay from contact mechanics has a substantial influence on the system. For example, 

thermoelastic instabilities are one such thermomechnically induced phenomenon that takes place 

when unbounded growth of thermal and pressure perturbations result in high localized 

temperature regions, or hot-spots [31]. Hot-spots destabilize the contact with transient effects 

such as surface melting, material softening, and chemical deterioration. The effects from 

thermoelastic instabilities are considered detrimental to common operation, such as the initiation 

of scuffing in unlubricated gears [30, 32]. Furthermore, thermomechanical phenomena shows 

that interrelated factors affect tribological behavior, because wear influences both the contact 

mechanics and temperature which in turn influences wear in a self-feeding process. Therefore, it 

is difficult to determine the actual properties, such as contact mechanics, thermal effects, and 

wear mechanisms, for highly transient contacts under severe operating conditions. 

When chemical reactions occur in conjunction with thermomechanical interactions the 

resulting process may be designated as tribochemical. The three interlinked factors to consider 

for tribochemical reactions are contact temperature, contact mechanics, and surface chemistry. 
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The contact temperature if sufficiently high enough can make materials such as normally inert 

ceramics reactive, and is a function of sliding speed, load, and friction, as well as the physical 

and mechanical properties of the contact pair [33]. The contact mechanics and the nature of 

stress distribution, significantly influences thermomechanical energy dissipation and chemical 

interactivity [31]. Lastly, the chemistry of the surface, inherently influenced by the operating 

atmosphere (i.e. humidity), affects the tribochemical reaction [34, 35]. Importantly, each of the 

three factors operate dependent to each other. Figure 1.2 illustrates the formation of a tribofilm 

as a product of a tribochemical reaction induced by frictional heating (q) which adheres to both 

surfaces in a rolling ball on disk contact. 

 
Figure 1.2: Schematic of a tribochemical reaction resulting in the formation of a tribofilm 

 

Wear mechanisms of sliding contacts operating with tribochemical reactions are often 

complex having simultaneous oxidative and abrasive, adhesive, or fatigue wear modes. 

Furthermore, the tribochemical wear mechanisms can lead to either advantageous or catastrophic 

engineering consequences. For example, the formation of transition metal oxides during 

unlubricated metal sliding contact is one such tribochemical process resulting from 

thermomechanical effects with the atmosphere [36].The formed transition metal oxides may 

beneficially eliminate metal-metal asperity interactions thus acting like a lubricant, or in other 

circumstances these transition metal oxides may detrimentally increase wear rate by forming 

hard and brittle third-body oxide debris which abrasively plow through the wear region [37]. 
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Thus, when evaluating tribochemical reactions the oxidation rate, or alternatively the tribofilm 

formation, is a critical factor of the wear rate. 

The Arrhenius equation quantifies the relationship between oxidation rate and 

temperature, showing that the oxidation rate constant (kp) exponentially increases as temperature 

increases, with constant activation energy (Q) and the universal gas constant (R) – equation 9. 

Furthermore, the mass of oxide produced by parabolic oxidation (Δm) is a product of the 

oxidation rate constant and time (t) – equation 10 [28]. Oxide growth, absent of wear, for stable 

tribological contacts develops in three successive steps: oxide nucleation, transient oxidation, 

and steady-state oxidation [37]. Each step of oxide growth is influenced by contact temperature, 

oxygen partial pressure, and species interactivity. Oxide removal via wear adversely competes 

against oxide growth, so that only mild-wear persists if steady-state oxide growth exceeds oxide 

removal. Furthermore, such growth persists until a critical oxide thickness is attained. This 

critical oxide thickness is dependent on the asperity contact conditions and contact temperatures 

[38]. One example of a tribochemical process with oxidative growth is the creation of a “glaze”, 

or compact nanocrystalline tribolayer [39]. Glazes are semi-amorphous compounds of small 

transition metal oxide particulates that form as a function of pressure and temperature inside the 

wear region and may provide high-temperature sliding wear protection – as observed in high 

temperature cold spray tribological contacts [40]. 

kp = Ae−
Q
RT (9) 

Δm = �kpt (10) 

 

1.4 Contact Temperature 

There are three additive components associated with contact temperature: the bulk 
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temperature (Tb) which is the temperature of the body, the nominal temperature rise (ΔTN) which 

is generated from repeated passes, and the flash temperature rise (ΔTf) which is the frictional 

heating attributed to contacting asperity interactions – equation 11 [41-45].Determination of the 

sliding contact temperature aids in the evaluation of wear and tribochemical reactions. Increased 

contact temperature, thereby increased entropy, has been linked to irreversible material 

degradation in sliding and fretting wear [46]. Furthermore, as previously noted, high enough 

flash temperatures can result in increased plastic melt flow [28]. 

Tc = Tb + ΔTN + ΔTf (11) 

Both experimental and analytical methods may be used to aid in thermal identification. 

The simplest experimentally derived contact temperature estimations arise from direct 

measurements obtained in-situ, such as from thermography or thermocouples [47]. Although, 

temperature may also be experimentally inferred by identification of phase transformations with 

known activation temperatures [48]. However, indirect methods of thermal analysis are 

susceptible to accompanying transient effects that may influence such temperatures and have 

been the subject of tribochemical studies [49]. Analytical estimations of contact temperature 

have been employed alongside advanced computation modelling techniques, such as finite 

element methods, and have shown agreement with experimental methods [50-52]. 

 
Figure 1.3: Schematic of a sphere-on-plane Hertzian contact 
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The load and hence the pressure distribution amongst contacting asperities is an 

important consideration when identifying flash temperature. The Hertzian stress is commonly 

used when describing the contact mechanics and is most accurate for understanding the pressure 

before sliding. The Hertzian contact radius (a) for a spherical contact, as outlined in equation 12, 

requires materials properties such as Poisson’s ratio (ν) and the elastic modulus (E), as well as 

the diameter of the body (d) – note that when one of the bodies is a plane the inverse of the 

diameter is zero [53]. While the average Hertzian pressure (p0) is simply the load (L) over 

Hertzian area as described in equation 13, and figure 1.3 illustrates the Hertzian pressure 

distribution for a sphere-on-plane contact. Basic Hertzian contact stress calculations do not 

account for roughness, third-bodies effects from sliding, or any sort of tribochemical activity. 

This means that accurate Hertzian contact stress calculations need modification when operating 

above room temperature because the elastic modulus (E) decreases at elevated temperatures. 

Thus, while the Hertzian contact stress provides a valid initial description of the system it fails to 

account for various transient effects of interest. 

a = �3L
8
�1−ν12�E1−1+(1−ν22)E2−1

d1−1+d2−1
3

 (12) 

p0 = L
πa2

 (13) 

Determining the flow of heat through both contacting bodies and the heat generated at the 

contact are critical factors for flash temperature calculations. The thermal diffusivity (κ) is the 

thermal conductivity (K) over the product of density (ρ)and heat capacity (C), equation 14, and 

defines the ratio at which heat transfers through the material relative to its capacity to store heat. 

Thus, during sliding the materials thermal diffusivity directly relates to what the distribution of 

heat into the body will be, meaning whether the heat remains near the surface or whether heat 

flows into the body. The shape of this heat distribution from a contacting heat source into a 
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sliding body is considered in the form of a dimensionless variable called the Peclet number (Pe) 

– equation 15. Tribological systems with greater Peclet numbers (Pe ≥ 10) represent situations 

where heat retained closer to the surface, which may result from either high sliding speeds or low 

thermal diffusivity. The heat generated from sliding contact within the apparent contact area, 

also known as the heat flux (q0), is the product of the coefficient of friction, mean Hertzian 

pressure, and sliding speed – equation 16. 

κn = Kn
ρnCn

 (14) 

Pen = aUn
2κn

  (15) 

q0 = µp0Us (16) 

No single analytical flash temperature rise equation satisfies every condition and 

assumptions about the nature of the contact must be made for simple flash temperature analysis. 

The most common assumption is that the system is operating under steady-state conditions or 

quasi-steady-state conditions, because steady-state conditions are rapidly attained at the onset of 

sliding and steady-state conditions provide greater flash temperatures, thereby allowing for a 

maximum contact temperature to design around. Other assumptions include whether contacting 

asperities plastically deform or elastically deform, resulting in use of a uniform heat flux 

distribution or a parabolic heat flux distribution, respectively [54]. Another assumption is the 

shape of the heat source, such as if it is a square, circular, or elliptical. Equation 17 is the flash 

temperature rise equation appropriate for use when assuming a spherical Hertzian contact with a 

uniform heat flux distribution and circular heat source between two bodies in sliding contact. 

This simple analytical estimation approximates the partitioning of heat as a constant factor by 

assuming the temperature of the two bodies are equivalent over the contact area. However, it 

should be noted that use of the apparent Hertzian area, rather than the smaller asperity contact 
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area, underestimates flash temperatures because the heat generated at asperities is greater 

primarily due to the increase in pressure. 

ΔTf =  2aq0
√π[K1�1.273+Pe1+K2�1.273+Pe2]

  (17) 

 

1.5 Hybrid Metal-Ceramic Contacts 

The hybrid metal-ceramic sliding system can hold advantageous properties when 

compared to self-mating contacts. Ceramics such as silicon nitride have been noted to have the 

following properties desired for engineering systems: high hardness, strength, wear resistance, 

mechanical stability, corrosion or oxidation resistance, and operating temperature range, along 

with lower density, weight, thermal conductivity, thermal expansion, thermal shock, thermal 

effects (i.e. creep) at elevated temperature, and required maintenance [55]. Furthermore, hybrid 

metal-ceramic contact pairs have already been implanted in a wide array of mechanical systems, 

such as the following which have been noted in literature: rotating bearing balls, rollers, cutting 

tools, valve parts (i.e. caps), turbocharger rotors, tappet shims, turbine blades, vanes, buckets, 

dies, precision shafts, axles, cylinder liners, various elements in aerospace technologies 

(particularly desired because of their lower density), piston heads, seat guides, machine tool 

spindles, and tip seals [56]. Therefore, much research has been conducted to determine the often 

complex tribological responses of hybrid metal-ceramic contacts, in order to ascertain the 

benefits of hybrid contacts and their efficiency over self-mated pairs. 

An early example of a hybrid metal-ceramic tribological study was conducted on the 

sliding interaction of numerous ceramics and cermet materials, in a dry rubbing setup to simulate 

the bearing and seal contact, by Sibley [32]. In this study Sibley found that plastic flow and 

plowing were dominant wear mechanisms and that high friction correlated with high wear which 
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was linked to tribochemical and thermal interactions. Additionally, Sibley found that materials 

possessing superior thermal shock resistance and diffusivity were more wear-resistant. A later 

study by Ashby sought to develop appropriate frictional heating models for any kind of material 

pair for insight on the influence of frictional heating on wear mechanisms [48]. In Ashby’s study 

a temperature map was developed for a magnesia pin on steel disk contact, considering 

normalized load over normalized velocity that was found to be accurate at all but the highest 50 

m/s sliding speed where there was a decrease in friction observed that was not accounted for in 

their calculations. Another example of a study on hybrid metal-ceramic contacts was conducted 

by Sliney. In Sliney’s study the ambient temperature was elevated from room temperature to 900 

°C [57]. Sliney concluded that the friction and wear of various hybrid metal-ceramic contacts 

were comparably lower than self-mated ceramic contacts due to the formation of lubricious 

oxides at elevated temperatures. The three studies noted here are amongst many investigations on 

hybrid metal-ceramic contacts, all of which indicate that increased thermal effects often result in 

oxidation of the metal surface which in turn significantly influences the tribological behavior. 

Additionally, most studies typically convey that hybrid contacts have a multitude of potential 

benefits over traditional self-mated contacts. 

 

1.6 Silicon Nitride on Steel Background 

Steel is the most common material used in mechanical assemblies, thus it is routinely 

studied under diverse hybrid metal-ceramic tribological contact conditions. Silicon nitride is a 

widely available ceramic material which has an array of uses and advantageous engineering 

properties, all of which were outlined in the previous section. Therefore, the silicon nitride on 

steel contact is an ideal system for studies on the influence and advantages of hybrid material 
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pairings in sliding contact, especially with regards to rolling elements [56]. Furthermore, the 

wear mechanisms and friction of silicon nitride on steel has already been extensively studied. 

The following section overviews some notable tribological experiments involving unlubricated 

silicon nitride and steel. 

Material ρ 
(kg / m3) 

E 
(GPa) ν k 

(W / m °C) 
C 
(J / kg °C) HRC Roughness 

Silicon 
nitride 3200 310 0.24 29 710 -- -- 

9310 Steel 7850 200 0.28 52 481 40 150 nm (Sa) 
52100 Steel 7810 210 0.28 47 470 24 300 nm (Ra) 

C64 Steel 7980 -- -- -- -- 43 150  nm (Sa) 

Table 1.1: Summary of the properties of silicon nitride and the steels used in experiments 
 

A starting point on understanding the expected wear mechanisms of the silicon nitride on 

steel system is the self-mated behavior of silicon nitride. Notably, Dong’s study on unlubricated 

self-mated silicon nitride over a range of loads up to 100 N and ambient temperatures up to 1000 

°C, at an average 1.4 × 10-3 m/s reciprocating sliding speed is commonly cited [58]. Dong 

observed five distinct wear modes. The first wear mode, labeled tribochemical reaction, 

occurred below 10 N and 400 °C and exhibited low friction and wear with hydroxylated silicon 

oxide particles observed in the wear track formed by tribochemical interactions between silicon 

nitride and water vapor in the atmosphere. The second wear mode, labeled selective oxidation, 

occurred below 8 N and between 400 °C to 700 °C and exhibited slightly increased friction and 

similar wear with WC inclusions within the silicon nitride matrix selectively oxidizing and 

forming particles in the wear track. The third wear mode, labeled formation of crystalline 

precipitates, occurred below 4 N and between 700 °C to 900 °C and exhibited increased friction 

and increased wear to the previous wear mode with increased chemical activity in the wear track 
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resulting in increased particulate formation due to microfracture, diffusion, and oxidation of WC 

inclusions. The fourth wear mode, labeled oxidation, occurred below 20 N and between 700 °C 

to 1000 °C and exhibited similar friction and increased wear to the previous wear mode with 

repeated oxidation of silicon nitride and removal of the oxide film along with increased ductility 

and plastic flow. The fifth wear mode, labeled microfracture, occurred after a transition when 

loads were above 10 N between 200 °C to 900 °C and exhibited greater friction and wear than all 

previous wear modes with conventional surface fracture observed in the wear track. Thus, self-

mated silicon nitride shows that when load is below 10 N thermal effects result in a wide range 

of tribological behavior, but when load is above 10 N a transition region exists before 

microfracture wear prevails. These observed wear modes should be considered during the 

operation of silicon nitride in the hybrid contact as they are likely to be present under similar 

operating conditions. 

Additional unlubricated self-mated silicon nitride studies have explored atmospheric 

effects. Park found that increased humidity generally reduced friction and wear below 750 °C, 

and tribochemical effects were observed to result from the ability of hydroxylated silicon oxide 

particles to form in the wear track [59]. Gee discovered a more complex interaction between the 

tribological behavior, humidity, and sliding speed of silicon nitride [36]. Gee observed that 

friction was not significantly influenced by humidity or sliding speed. However, wear rate was 

higher for humid tests at 0.1 m/s sliding speed than dry tests, but wear rate was lower for humid 

tests conducted below 0.03 m/s and above 0.3 m/s. These two studies express the significance of 

operating parameters on the thermal effects and the resulting tribochemical reactions, generally 

showing that increased humidity and temperatures increases oxidation and enabling the 

formation of potentially lubricious tribolayers or particles. 
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It is important to note that the following studies on unlubricated silicon nitride on steel 

have been conducted under a variety of operating conditions. Gautier mapped friction and wear 

for silicon nitride on steel from 1 N to 100 N loads and 0.01 m/s to 1 m/s sliding speeds [60]. 

Gautier reported unstable friction accompanied by tribochemical wear and both direct abrasion 

and third-body abrasion for most tests, and oxidation for tests at 1 m/s. Childs varied temperature 

up to 600 °C and reported the formation of a tribolayer above 400 °C consisting of compact 

debris that decreased friction and pin wear but increased disk wear [61]. Ravikiran varied sliding 

speed up to 12 m/s and reported lower friction and wear at increased sliding speeds [62]. 

Ravikiran attributed the improved tribological response to the compacting of tribochemically 

generated debris into a lubricious tribolayer. Additionally, Y2SiO5 was observed to be the 

dominant phase in the wear debris which suggested diffusion of silicon nitride (with an yttria 

additive) to steel, and thermoelastic instabilities were also observed which indicated rapid 

frictional heating in the wear track. Kalin investigated dry fretting wear of silicon nitride on steel 

and reported spalling and fracture of the oxide layer and utilized transmission electron 

microscopy (TEM) and auger electron spectroscopy (AES) to find that this oxide layer was 2 μm 

deep and predominately consisted of amorphous silica with both Fe2O3 and Fe3O4 inclusions 

[63]. Gomes varied sliding speed from 0.05 m/s to 3.5 m/s and temperature from 23 °C to 600 °C 

and reported an insignificant change in friction but lower wear when increasing either 

temperature or sliding speed [64]. Gomes determined three wear modes the first was polishing 

(abrasive) wear at low temperatures and sliding speeds, then tribochemically activated incoherent 

tribolayer formation above 100 °C, and finally a transition to a coherent protective tribolayer 

above 1 m/s. Gomes correlated the change in wear modes to increases of estimated contact 

temperatures that were sufficient for the generation of the protective Fe2O3 and Fe3O4 oxide 
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debris found in the tribolayer. Sutor varied temperature up to 635 °C at low sliding speeds and 

reported that the greatest temperatures had reduced friction and increased wear [65]. Sutor 

determined wear at the highest temperatures occurred by the formation then cracking and 

delamination of a 400 nm deep FexOy tribolayer which acted as a solid lubricant. 

Collectively, the literature review on experimental studies of unlubricated silicon nitride 

on steel suggests similar tribofilm compositions may be induced by thermal effects from the 

operating temperature, sliding speed, and load. Additional literature highlights other critical 

aspects of the interaction between silicon nitride and steel. Carrasquero investigated the 

influence of microstructural characteristics on wear between silicon nitride and steel [66]. 

Carrasquero reported improved wear resistance results from inhibited crack propagation due to 

silicon nitride grain alignment, which was absent under comparable operating conditions of a 

hybrid tungsten carbide on steel contact. Studies by Wang and Akdogan on lubricated silicon 

nitride on steel contacts have reported improved wear resistance of the hybrid silicon nitride on 

steel contact associated with similar tribochemical wear mechanisms [55, 67]. Kalin compared 

the oil lubricated and unlubricated silicon nitride on steel contact and observed the increased 

presence of carbon in a much thinner tribolayer, measured to be 0.2 μm thick, of the oil 

lubricated contact [63]. Kalin attributed the formation of the lubricious tribolayer to be a result of 

tribochemical reactions between the free carbon, from oil degradation processes occurring from 

high contact temperatures, and Fe from steel as well as the Si from silicon nitride. Additionally, 

Kalin developed a flash temperature model to account for transient effects between silicon 

nitride and steel and determined that frictional heating, even at low sliding speeds, may be great 

enough to induce tribochemical reactions [68, 69]. Both Kalin and Taguchi reported that 

diffusion and oxidation of silicon nitride occurs by 1200 °C, with Kalin observing SiO2 
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formation was most favorable above 875 °C [70, 71]. Heikinheimo reported that diffusion in an 

inert atmosphere between silicon nitride and iron alloys occurred at 1100 °C and highlighted the 

interactions from increased nitrogen partial pressure resulting from dissociation of silicon nitride 

on the formation of the Fe-Si solid solution [72]. Lastly, melting of Fe2O3 and Fe3O4 are 

observed at 1565 °C and 1590 °C, respectively [73, 74]. 

The past studies on silicon nitride on steel have illustrated that friction and wear have a 

complex relationship to sliding speed, load, and the operating atmosphere, due to formation and 

effects of transition metal oxides resulting from a variety of possible tribochemical reactions. 

Furthermore, these tribochemical reactions are most prominent with high contact temperatures, 

which are prevalent in high sliding speed contacts. Although, the studies reviewed here also 

suggested that even incremental increases of sliding speed below 1 m/s can result in significant 

increases in flash temperature. However, only a few studies reviewed here were conducted at 

sliding speeds exceeding 1 m/s, and to the authors knowledge no study has thoroughly 

investigated the contributions of bulk temperature from flash temperature on the tribochemical 

reactions and their associated tribological behavior for the silicon nitride on steel contact. 

 

1.7 Objectives of Research 

• Isolate the effects of operating parameters (i.e. temperature, sliding speed, and load) 
on the tribological behavior and tribochemical reactions 

• Estimate the flash temperature and determine its relation to tribochemical activity and 
the resulting tribofilm formation 

• Evaluate the influence of kinetics on the formation of transition metal oxides and 
their transient effects 

• Distinguish the role of the mechanical and thermal surface properties on the 
tribological behavior 
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• Determine effective methods of in-situ instrumentation in detection of transient 
effects for high sliding speed tribometry 

• Quantify in-situ optical signal and correlate results to ex-situ characterization 
methods in relation to the tribological behavior 

• Demonstrate the capability to achieve a desired tribological behavior by control of 
operating parameters with monitoring of tribofilm formation by in-situ methods  
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CHAPTER 2 

LOW SLIDING SPEED EXPERIMENTS (<1 m/s) 

2.1 Experimental Setup 

Bruker’s universal mechanical tester (UMT) was used for low speed tribometry as it is 

capable of producing environmental temperatures up to 1000 °C. All tests were conducted using 

a reciprocating drive with a stroke length set to 6.35 mm, a 0.2 N to 20 N force sensor with a 

resolution of 1 mN, and the contact consisted of a non-rolling 6.35 mm diameter silicon nitride 

ball on 2.54 cm diameter 52100 steel “pucks” polished to a 400 grit finish. The properties of 

silicon nitride and 52100 steel may be found in table 1.1. 

Inputs for each test included the load, reciprocating frequency, test duration, drive 

position, and environmental temperature (Tb) which were set prior to each test. Additionally, a 

cutoff threshold was set for instantaneous loads exceeding 18 N. Two loads of 5 N and 9 N, were 

used for testing and correspond to maximum Hertzian pressures of 1.2 GPa and 1.44 GPa, 

respectively. The stage was set to reciprocate at a frequency (Ω) of 5 Hz, thereby allowing for an 

average velocity (Uave) of 0.064 m/s, and a maximum velocity (Umax) of 0.1 m/s – see equations 

5 and 6. A sliding distance (d) of 200 m was found to be sufficient for steady-state friction, 

therefore test durations were set to 3150 s, and tests began with the drive positioned at a stroke 

end. 

For tests above room temperature, the steel puck was pre-loaded into the testing chamber 

while heating, and the counterface was not lowered into the testing chamber until 30 seconds 

prior to each test. Upon conclusion of each test the counterface was immediately raised out of the 

chamber, back near room temperature, while the steel puck slowly cooled in the testing chamber. 
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A Nikon SMZ12070 stereo-optical microscope used to image the counterface, and a ZEISS laser 

scanning confocal microscope (LSM) was used to image the wear tracks on the puck. 

 

2.2 Results and Discussion 

 
Figure 2.1: Typical signal of a reciprocating test over 0.4 s, or 2 cycles 

 

Low speed reciprocating tests under 5 N and 9 N loads from room temperature up to 

1000 °C were carried out to understand the effects of bulk temperature on the tribological 

response between silicon nitride and steel. The root mean square of CoF (denoted CoFrms) was 

determined to provide a simplified quantification of friction, although this method does not 

cutoff the CoF value for when sliding speed was at 0 m/s. Figure 2.1 illustrates that the CoFrms 

value (red), calculated from equation 18, provides a suitable fit to the real CoF behavior (black) 

and can be thought of as an average, or rather the “steady-state”, CoF value. Also, figure 2.1 

illustrates how the sliding speed (green) peaks to 0.1 m/s when the stage is positioned (magenta) 

mid-stroke. Additionally, figure 2.1 illustrates typical reciprocating behavior where the CoF 

virtually flips due to change in the direction of the tangential force corresponding with the end of 

each stroke, where when the sliding speed is 0 m/s. 
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CoFrms = �1
n

(µ12 + µ22 +··· +µn2) (18) 

 
Figure 2.2: 23°C – 5 N test with 52100 steel 

 

 
Figure 2.3: 150 °C – 5 N test with 52100 steel (no optical of ball acquired) 
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Figure 2.4: Three successive 300 °C – 5 N tests with 52100 steel 

 

 
Figure 2.5: 450 °C – 5 N test with 52100 steel 
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Figure 2.6: 700 °C – 5 N test with 52100 steel 

 
Figure 2.7: 850 °C – 5 N test with 52100 steel 

 
Figure 2.8: 1000 °C – 5 N test with 52100 steel 
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Figure 2.9: Microscopy overview of 9 N tests with 52100 steel 

 

The CoF behavior and CoFrms results yield the tribological behavior of the system. Figure 

2.2(A) shows the room temperature at 5 N experiment, it had low CoF for the first 10 meters, but 

then increased to the steady state CoFrms of 0.82. Figure 2.3(A) shows the 150 °C at 5 N 

experiment which also had low initial CoF, for the first 5 meters, before reaching a higher steady 

state CoF, with CoFrms of 0.82. Figure 2.4 shows three 300C 5N experiments run successively. 

2.4(A1) shows the first 300 °C at 5 N experiment had low CoF for the first 10 meters sliding 

prior to the increased steady state CoFrms near 0.77. Figures 2.4(A2) and 2.4(A3) show that 

successive tests for 300 °C at 5 N experiments had no low CoF run-in period, instead the CoF 

remained steady-state with CoFrms of 0.81 and 0.79, respectively. Figure 2.5(A) shows the 450 

°C at 5 N experiment reached a steady-state CoFrms of 0.73. Figure 2.6(A) shows the 700 °C at 5 

N experiment, which had increased fluctuations of CoF peaks, with CoFrms of 0.56. Figure 

2.7(A) shows increasing CoF peaks towards the end of the 850 °C at 5 N experiment with CoFrms 

of 0.56. Figure 2.8(A) shows the 1000 °C at 5 N experiment which had high CoF for the first 5 

meters sliding but decreased afterwards, along with a much lower CoFrms of 0.44. 
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Figure 2.10: SEM (A) and EDS maps (B & C) for the 1000°C – 5 N test 

 

Ex-situ imaging of the wear track and wear scar assisted in identifying the wear modes 

between experiments. Figure 2.2(B) shows the counterface of the room temperature experiment 

which produced a circular wear flat with a radius of approximately 425 μm. The corresponding 

room temperature wear track, figure 2.2(C) was 1230 μm wide with black material observed in 

the wear track. Figure 2.3(B) shows the wear track for the 150 °C experiment, which had a larger 

non-uniform wear track width and was also composed of black material inside the wear track. 

Both the room temperature and 150 °C experiment showed no observable discoloration in the 

unworn region. Figures 2.4(B1, B2, and B3) and figure 2.5(B) showed an ellipse wear flat 

formed on the counterface for the 300°C and 450°C experiments, with more pronounced 

grooving as well as red debris present outside the wear flat. The wear tracks of the 300 °C 

experiment, as seen in figures 2.4(C1, C2, and C3), exhibited grooving and were not as dark as 

the lower temperature experiments with a uniform width of approximately 1140 μm. Large black 

flakes were observed outside the 300 °C wear tracks as well as discoloration of the unworn bulk 

material. Figure 2.5(C) shows the 450 °C wear track was light in color and highly textured, 

having a width of 945 μm, and shows that there was oxidation of the bulk material. Figure 
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2.6(B), 2.7(B), and 2.8(B) show that above 700 °C a transfer film formed on the counterface with 

red debris present outside the transfer film. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) of the 1000 °C 

transfer film, as shown in figure 2.10, reveals significant cracking and energy-dispersive X-ray 

spectroscopy (EDS) maps reveal that it is primarily composed of Fe, most likely an FexOy. 

Figure 2.6(C) shows the 700 °C wear track which had a variety of light, dark, and red 

colored regions inside the wear track, as well as larger width of 2030 μm and grooves along the 

sliding direction. Figure 2.7(C) shows the 850 °C wear track remains large but has dulled in 

color with substantial oxidation both inside and outside the wear track. Figure 2.8(C) shows the 

1000 °C wear track had uniform oxidation both inside and outside the wear track. Figure 2.9 

shows nearly identical microscopic results for the tests conducted with a higher 9 N load. 

However, the instantaneous tangential force limit, set to 18 N because the load cell was not rated 

for loads above 20 N, was frequently exceeded thereby ending many tests for tests at the 9 N 

load. Therefore, the dataset for the 9 N experiment is incomplete for all temperatures and did not 

allow for a comparison of the effects of higher load at all temperatures. 

Rockwell C hardness measurements (HRC) were acquired to understand the thermal 

effects of the bulk materials hardness. Tables 2.1 and 2.2 presents the HRC measurements 

alongside a summary of all other results for the low speed reciprocating experiments. The 

hardness measurements showed increased hardness of the bulk material up to 300 °C, then a 

moderate reduction in hardness at 450 °C, followed by severe oxidation at and above 700 °C 

producing low hardness values outside the range suitable for Rockwell. 

Temperature (°C) CoFrms Shape Outside Contact 

23 0.82 Circle (wear flat) No debris 

150 0.82 -- -- 

300 0.79 Ellipse (wear flat) Red debris 
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Temperature (°C) CoFrms Shape Outside Contact 

450 0.73 Ellipse (wear flat) Red debris 

700 0.56 Organic (transfer film) Red debris 

850 0.54 Organic (transfer film) Red debris 

1000 0.44 Organic (transfer film) Red debris 

Table 2.1: Summary of results for the silicon nitride ball 
 

Tb (°C) CoFrms Wear scar color Wear scar width 
(μm) Outside contact Hardness 

23 0.82 Black 1230 -- 24.0 ± 0.94 
150 0.82 Black 1830 -- 24.5 ± 0.55 

300 0.79 Dark 1140 Black flakes and 
discoloration 28.0 ± 0.48 

450 0.73 Light 945 Mild oxidation 24.9 ± 1.12 

700 0.56 Light, dark, and 
red regions 2030 Severe oxidation 7.44 ± 1.7 

850 0.54 Dull 2480 Oxidized 
completely -- 

1000 0.44 Dull 1530 Oxidized 
completely -- 

Table 2.2: Summary of results for the 52100 steel pucks 
 

The friction results indicate some lubricating mechanism occurs between 23 °C and 1000 

°C, because CoFrms lowered from 0.82 to 0.44, respectively. The hardness and microscopy 

results indicate that the increase of temperature causes substantial changes to the surface 

properties. Results at and below 300 °C showed limited bulk oxidation of the steel puck, and in 

fact the increased hardness of the 300 °C experiment indicates possible heat-treating effects. The 

wear track was initially covered by a black oxide tribofilm at room temperature, at 150 °C the 

wear track lost uniformity towards the edges but retained color, at 300 °C the wear track color 

lightened with grooves present as well as large flakes of wear debris outside the wear track. This 

flaking exhibited in the 300 °C experiment may be due to instability and wearing away of the 

oxide tribofilm. The tribofilms absence in the wear track of the 450 °C test supports the 
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conclusion of an abrasive wear mode. Furthermore, between the room temperature and 300 °C 

experiments the counterface wear scar shape changed from a circle wear flat to an ellipse wear 

flat with red debris outside the flat, likely to be an oxide, alongside more prevalent grooves in the 

flat. These grooves in the 300 °C counterface wear flat were parallel to sliding direction and may 

signify a change in wear mode having increased abrasion from third body effects of the flaking 

oxide particles. The counterface for the 450 °C experiment was largely the same as the 300 °C 

experiment, although more substantial defects were observed in the wear flat, potentially due to 

spalling from the severe contact with the bare steel. 

The increased tribochemical activity is most prevalent when comparing the microscopy 

results between highest temperature experiments. At and above 700 °C the tribological behavior 

of the system is drastically altered, with a significant drop in both CoFrms and hardness values 

accompanied by an increase in wear track width. Furthermore, the counterface wear scar 

changed from a wear flat to a transfer film for the experiments above 700 °C. This notable 

change in CoFrms, hardness, wear track width, and counterface morphology indicates significant 

tribochemical activity associated with the higher temperature. The wear track for the 700 °C 

experiment is partially oxidized and partially exposed, while the 850 °C and 1000 °C wear tracks 

are nearly indistinguishable from the unworn region. These high temperature effects indicate that 

700 °C is near the limit where bulk oxidation begins to supersede the material wear. Also, it is 

likely that because the puck was heated to the operating temperature before contact the silicon 

nitride was only in contact with the rapidly forming surface oxide film rather than the steel 

substrate at high temperatures, thus explaining the absence of a wear flat. Additionally, the 1000 

°C test shows cracking of the counterface transfer film observable in both optical microscopy 

and SEM. This cracking is either likely from thermomechanical stresses during testing or thermal 
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shock due to the rapid cooling of the counterface after testing. The Rockwell C hardness 

measurements of the steel were inconclusive past 700 °C due to surface flaking, nonetheless it is 

evident that the oxidized surface has undergone thermal softening. 

Altogether the low speed reciprocating results exhibit that thermal effects significantly 

influence the tribological response of the silicon nitride on steel system, with three general 

regimes observed between room temperature and 1000 °C. The first regime, when temperature 

was below 300 °C, shows adhesive wear with the generation of a non-thermally generated 

tribofilm formed inside the wear track, accompanied by no oxidation of the bulk material. The 

second regime, when temperature was above 300 °C and near 450 °C, shows abrasive wear with 

a slight decrease of friction and no tribofilm present in the wear track, accompanied by moderate 

bulk oxidation. The third regime, when temperature was above 700 °C, shows oxidative wear 

with a substantial drop in friction due to thermal softening and bulk oxidation producing 

lubricious transition metal oxides whose growth exceeds wear, accompanied by the presence of a 

transfer film on the ball. 
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CHAPTER 3 

HIGH SLIDING SPEED EXPERIMENTS (>1m/s) 

3.1 Experimental Setup 

Wedeven Associate Machine (WAM-14) was used for high speed ball-on-disk 

tribometry. All tests were conducted with a diameter of 20.64 mm silicon nitride ball in dry 

sliding contact with either a radial ground 9310 or C64 carburized steel disk, specified in figure 

captions when used. Prior to each test the disk was heated to 130 °C using a hotplate underneath, 

which also indirectly heated the ball heated to 40 °C. Additionally, most tests used a 100 N load, 

corresponding to a maximum Hertzian pressure of 1.46 GPa, and kept the entrainment velocity at 

a constant 16 m/s, unless otherwise noted. The rolling ball (Ub) and disk (Ud) sliding speeds were 

set in relation to the entrainment velocity and sliding speed – see equations 19 and 20, 

respectively. Type-K thermocouples in contact with the ball and disk were recording for every 

test, and some tests included the use of an Nikon SMZ12070 stereo-optical microscope over the 

wear track and a Thorlabs DCU22 color CCD camera calibrated up to 400°C. The material 

properties of the 9310 steel and silicon nitride may be found in table 1.1. 

Ub =  �Ue −
Us
2
� (19) 

Ud =  �Ue + Us
2
� (20) 

Three different protocols were used for testing over variable sliding speed in rolling 

contact. The first kept sliding speed constant, with various test durations, including 15 s, 30 s, 

120 s, and 240 s conducted for wear volume comparisons. The second protocol increased the 

sliding speed in increments, or steps, over the duration of the test. The third protocol 

continuously varied sliding speed at a specified rate. Standard tests involved contacts rolling in 

the same direction, though two unique tests were conducted to measure the nature of the 
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tribofilm – one of a static ball on rotating disk, and another with the ball and disk counter-

rotating. The two unique tests are discussed independent of the general rolling contact 

experiment and are noted when discussed. 

 

3.2 Temperature Rise Estimations 

Estimations of the flash temperature rise were conducted using equation 17. These 

estimations assume a single Hertzian non-conformal contact site between a 20.64 mm silicon 

nitride ball and a flat 9310 steel disk with a uniformly distributed heat flux. The values used for 

the material properties may be found in table 1.1. However, as noted in chapter 1, using the 

Hertzian assumption is only accurate prior to sliding as the materials mechanical and physical 

properties change as a result of various transient effects. Furthermore, the nature of the 

contacting asperities was assumed plastic rather than elastic, yielding the use of a uniform rather 

than parabolic heat flux. 

Figure 3.1 shows the influence of load and sliding speed on the flash temperature rise 

over the experimental operating range. At low sliding speeds the load does not significantly 

influence the flash temperature, however the impact of load increases as sliding speed increases. 

Flash temperature increased by a factor of 3 between the 20 N and 200 N load at 16 m/s. CoF 

linearly influences the flash temperature, so the contour values in this plot may be simply 

adjusted by scalar multiplication using the experimentally observed CoF. 

Figure 3.2 shows the influence of CoF and sliding speed on the flash temperature rise for 

the 100 N load that was used in the majority of experiments. Figure 3.2 also shows contours 

indicating temperatures sufficient for various phase formations (green bands) as found in 

literature, previously outlined in section 1.6, as well as experimentally observed data points (red 
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stars) corresponding to tests discussed in section 3.3. 

 
Figure 3.1: Contour map of flash temperature as a function of load and sliding speed (Us) 

 

 
Figure 3.2: Contour map of flash temperature as a function of CoF and Us overlaid with 
phase formation temperatures found in literature (green bands) and experimental data 
points (red stars) 
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The CoF impacts the flash temperature more substantially at higher sliding speeds, similar to the 

influence of load on the flash temperature. However, unlike load, the CoF is not an operating 

parameter and rather is subject to change due to transient effects. Thus, in a contact where flash 

temperatures are sufficiently high enough to induce a tribochemical reaction that results in the 

formation of a lubricious tribofilm, there should be a corresponding decrease in flash temperature 

resulting due to the decrease in friction. Alternatively, it has been stated in literature that friction 

instead controls tribochemical reactions by its impact on flash temperature [34]. For example, at 

16 m/s if there was a decrease in the CoF from 0.24 to 0.11 due to the formation of a lubricious 

tribofilm, the flash temperature would decrease by 510 °C, from 870 °C to 360 °C, respectively. 

Thus, the contact temperature, equation 11, for the experimental setup used here yields an initial 

contact temperature of 1000 °C at the onset of 16 m/s sliding speed contact if the CoF is 0.24 – 

as was later observed experimentally in figure 3.20. However, the assumptions used to generate 

these estimations do not account for the segregation of the contact area across multiple load-

bearing asperities, which would increase the contact pressure thereby heat, or the contact having 

a higher CoF, both of which would increase the estimated contact temperature. 

 

3.3 Results and Discussion 

High speed silicon nitride on steel tribometry experiments were conducted under a wide 

variety of testing conditions which allowed for thorough inspection of the tribological response 

in relation to sliding speed (Us). Two initial tests ramping up from 1.5 m/s to 16 m/s and then 

down from 16 m/s to 1.5 m/s gives an indication of CoF response over the entire range of high 

sliding speeds. Figure 3.3 shows an increase in CoF peaking to 0.38 when Us is around 4 m/s, 

CoF then lowers to about 0.14 when Us has reached 16 m/s. Figure 3.4 shows that when 
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beginning at 16 m/s the CoF initially starts high but then rapidly drops to 0.11, CoF continues to 

increase as Us decreases attaining a final CoF around 0.33 when Us has reached 1.5 m/s. 

 
Figure 3.3: Ramping up Us from 1.5 m/s to 16 m/s test with 9310 steel 

 
Figure 3.4: Ramping down Us from 16 m/s to 1.5 m/s test with 9310 steel 
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The relationship between CoF and Us is different between the two ramping experiments. 

Outside the initial moments of the ramping down experiment, the CoF behavior essentially 

increased with decreasing Us, whereas when ramping up the CoF behavior initially increased 

with increasing Us to 4 m/s. However, besides the initial CoF increase when ramping up the two 

experiments show that increasing Us results in a corresponding decrease in CoF. The reduction in 

CoF with increasing Us may indicate the formation of a lubricious tribofilm resulting from a 

tribochemical reaction induced by heat from the increased sliding speed. If this were the case 

then the reverse behavior, where CoF increased with increasing Us, may signify that the 

lubricious product requires a certain threshold temperature before the reaction occurs, although 

more information is required to understand the nature of this reaction – such as the required 

sliding speed or contact temperature for activation, the resulting wear, and the tribochemical 

phases present. 

 
Figure 3.5: Comparison between a 1.5 m/s Us and a 16 m/s Us test conducted over 240 s 
with C64 steel 
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Figure 3.6: Stepping load from 20 N to 200 N at a constant 1.5 m/s Us test with C64 steel 

 

With the relationship of CoF and Us evaluated across the tribometers operating sliding 

speed range via ramping, additional single speed tests were performed near the bounds of the 

tribometer, a low of 1.5 m/s and a high of 16 m/s, to identify the steady state CoF and produce 

wear tracks for ex-situ analysis. Also, an additional test under variable load was conducted. 

Figure 3.5 shows that the low constant sliding speed experiment held a steady-state CoF around 

0.3, and that the high constant sliding speed experiment obtained a steady-state CoF around 0.1 

both over 240 s. Compiling the steady-state CoF of all constant sliding speed experiments, 

having anywhere from 10 s to 240 s test durations, yielded an average high sliding speed steady-

state CoF of 0.12 ± 0.04 and a low speed steady-state CoF of 0.30 ± 0.03. The steady-state CoF 

results for tests at constant sliding speed closely resembled the CoF for the ramping tests at the 

respective bounds of sliding speed. These similar CoF results also indicates that the use of C64 

steel versus 9310 steel did not change the tribological behavior. Figure 3.6 shows a unique test 

over 1030 s with load stepped up from 20 N to 200 N at the low sliding speed. The stepping load 
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test indicates that CoF took 100 s before reaching the peak CoF of 0.35 when load was around 28 

N, the test also indicates that load did not significantly alter the CoF obtaining a final value 

around 0.3 when load was 200 N with no observable relationship of CoF to stepping load. 

Figure 3.7: Four steps for LSM/ConfoMap volume wear analysis 
 

Wear was analyzed using a laser scanning confocal microscope (LSM) along with 

software, ZenBlack and ConfoMap, to quantify the wear volume. Figure 3.7 exhibits the four 

steps required for quantifying the wear volume for a wear track on the ball. The first step 

involves setting up the parameters for surface acquisition, such as laser properties and scanning 

area, in ZenBlack and then running the scan. After surface acquisition, a file is generated which 

is then imported to ConfoMap software. Then using ConfoMap the natural curvature of the ball 

is calculated and removed, which is necessary to determine wear. This step to remove curvature 

was skipped for the already flat disk specimens. Lastly, a threshold height that appropriately 

distinguished the material added from the worn material was selected. With these steps 

completed the calculations from ConfoMap were extrapolated to generate a volume of worn 

material for the entire wear track for both the ball and disk. 
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Figure 3.8: LSM/ConfoMap volume wear analysis of ball wear tracks for constant 16 m/s 
Us and 1.5 m/s Us tests conducted over 15 s, 30 s, 120 s, 240 s sliding times 

 

 
Figure 3.9: LSM/ConfoMap volume wear analysis of C64 steel disk wear tracks for 
constant 16 m/s Us and 1.5 m/s Us tests conducted over 15 s, 30 s, 120 s, and 240 s sliding 
times 

 

The steps for evaluating wear were subsequently carried out for five experiments under 

different durations for both high sliding, 16 m/s, and low sliding, 1.5 m/s. Figure 3.8 exhibits that 

the ball wear volume for the high sliding experiments was much greater than the low sliding 
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experiments. Figure 3.9 exhibits that the disk wear volume for the high sliding experiment had 

negligible wear, especially compared to the disk wear volume for the low sliding experiment 

which was a magnitude greater than the ball high sliding speed wear volume. Thus, the higher 

friction of the low sliding speed experiment is correlated with increased wear of the disk. 

Conversely, the lower friction of the high sliding speed experiments is correlated with 

insignificant disk wear but increased ball wear. These wear results support the theory of a 

lubricious tribofilm forming due to the triboproducts resulting from increased chemical activity 

induced by the much higher flash temperature associated with the higher sliding speeds. 

Furthermore, the greater wear of the ball for the high sliding experiment could indicate diffusion 

of silicon nitride to steel, perhaps contributing to the material added for the 120 s experiment. 

 
Figure 3.10: Optical (A), SEM (B & C), and EDS (D) of a ball wear track for a constant 16 

m/s Us test conducted over 240 s 
 

Wear mechanisms were analyzed via microscopy of the various wear tracks that had wear 

volume previously analyzed. Figure 3.10 illustrates microscopy and EDS of a high sliding, 16 

m/s, ball wear track. Optical, figure 3.10(A), of the entire wear track shows that it has a darker 
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complexion than the ball. SEM of the wear track, figure 3.10(B and C), shows severe plastic 

flow as well as cracking. Coupling SEM with EDS maps (D) reveal the light contrast regions are 

a Fe-O mixture, while the dark contrast regions are rich in Si and N.  

Figure 3.11 illustrates microscopy and EDS of a high sliding disk wear track. Optical, 

figure 3.11 (A), of the entire wear track shows it is distinct from the unworn region. SEM, figure 

3.11 (B and C), of the wear track shows plastic flow as well as cracking features along with 

differing contrast regions. EDS maps, figure 3.11(D), reveal that the lighter contrast regions were 

predominately Fe while the darker regions were mixed with Fe-O, Si-O, or Fe-Si compounds. N 

was detected but in insignificant quantities. 

 
Figure 3.11: Optical (A), SEM (B & C), and EDS (D) of a C64 steel disk wear track for a constant 
16 m/s Us test conducted over 240 s 

 

Figure 3.12 illustrates SEM and focused ion beam (FIB) performed on a different high 

sliding wear track. As found by SEM in the other high sliding disk wear track, the wear track 

with FIB, figure 3.12(A), displayed plastic flow, cracking, and contrast signifying different 

elemental compounds. By utilizing FIB, a section of the wear track on top of a protruding 
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boundary was lifted out (boxes in A/B), to investigate the sub-surface properties. Close-up of the 

cross section, figure 3.12(C), reveals that there is contrast between a material closer to the 

surface versus the lighter bulk material below. The thickness of this surface film ranged from a 

minimum of ~1 μm, near center where the boundary was, to a maximum depth of ~5 μm. 

Linking these FIB cross section results and their EDS maps, figure 3.11, shows that a Fe-O, Si-

O, or Fe-Si tribofilm, up to 5 μm thick, has formed in the wear track. 

 
Figure 3.12: FIB cross section of a 9310 steel disk wear track for a constant 16 m/s Us test 

conducted over 300 s 
 

Figure 3.13 illustrates microscopy and EDS of a low sliding, 1.5 m/s, ball wear track. 

Optical, figure 3.13(A), shows that the wear track is not as distinct from the ball as previously 

observed with the high sliding experiments. Additionally, optical shows within the wear track 

there are large areas of some newly formed material. SEM, figure 3.13(B), onto one of these 

regions shows these particles have an indistinct morphology and the appearance of adhered 

material or flakes. EDS maps, figure 3.13(C), reveal that the flakes are a Fe-O compound with 

the outlying material consisting of the silicon nitride ball, thus confirming the transfer of material 

from the disk to the ball. 
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Figure 3.13: Optical (A), SEM (B), and EDS (C) of a ball wear track for a constant 1.5 m/s 
Us test conducted over 240 s 

 

Figure 3.14 illustrates microscopy and EDS of a low sliding, 1.5 m/s, disk wear track. 

Optical figure 3.14(A) shows that the wear track is again not as distinctly observable, compared 

to what was observed for the high sliding experiment, having a lighter complexion than the 

unworn region. SEM, figure 3.14(B and C), shows substantial contrast between lighter and 

darker regions inside the wear track. Opposite of the ball, the darker regions now appear flake-

like. EDS maps of these regions, figure 3.14(D), reveal that the darker contrast areas inside the 

wear track are rich in O, thus are oxide flakes. Additionally, EDS maps reveal no evidence of Si 

or N inside the disks wear track. 

 
Figure 3.14: Optical (A), SEM (B & C), and EDS (D) of a C64 steel disk wear track for a 
constant 1.5 m/s Us test conducted over 240 s 
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Collectively, the microscopy and EDS results confirm substantial differences in the wear 

mechanisms between low sliding and high sliding silicon nitride on steel interactions. For the 

high sliding both the ball and disk show a semi-coherent tribofilm present in the wear track. The 

presence of Fe-O in the high sliding ball wear track as well as Si in the disk wear track suggests 

oxidation and diffusion as a product of tribochemical reactions occurring between the mated pair. 

The high sliding microscopy and EDS results correlate with wear measurements, indicating that 

oxidative wear debris transfers from the ball, having high wear volume, to the disk, having much 

lower or even negative wear volume. This transfer of material may result from the various silicon 

nitride on steel chemical reactions activated when temperature exceeds 1000 °C – aligning with 

the temperature rise estimations when assuming a higher CoF, appropriate for the absence of a 

lubricious tribofilm. Furthermore, the cracking and severe plastic flow found throughout the 

tribofilm is indicative of the significant thermomechanical stresses that are occurring in the high 

sliding silicon nitride on steel pair. Whereas, in the low sliding speed results there are only flakes 

or localized regions where the interaction is apparent. Thus, in the low sliding silicon nitride on 

steel pair the wear mechanism is that of an adhesive wear process with material transfer and 

generation of third-body debris. When considered with the friction and wear results, the high 

sliding tribochemical based wear mechanism is observed to hold much lower friction and 

reduced wear compared to the low sliding adhesive transfer wear mechanism. The tribological 

results agreed with Ravikiran’s study [62] (outlined in section 1.6), although the silicon nitride 

balls used in this experiment did not contain yttria, rather they contained an alumina additive and 

no Al was found in the wear debris via EDS. Thus, the distinct effects when using a silicon 

nitride with an alumina or yttria additive on the tribological behavior is likely limited. 

Additional experiments with accompanying in-situ optical, thermographic, and acoustic 
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monitoring were employed to gather more data pertaining to the transient nature of this 

tribological response. In-situ optical microscopy enables the identification of color change, and 

also other properties such as wear track width and debris ejected from the wear track. Color 

evaluation may be significant as transitions in the system behavior and surface chemistry, i.e. the 

formation of a lubricious tribofilm can correlate with a change in the macro appearance and color 

of the wear track, similar to how Z contrast distinguishes elements in SEM.  

Therefore, optical analysis was conducted by measuring the intensities for the red, green, 

and blue colors for an area of pixels inside the wear track during sliding. Because there are 

multiple pixels a Gaussian fit was applied to the count of pixels measured having each intensity 

to determine the color value. This value will range from 0 to 255 according to the RGB color 

model, where [0 0 0] is black, [255 0 0] is red, [0 255 0] is green, [0 0 255] is blue, and [255 255 

255] is white. Although, channel intensities were not found to surpass 120. 

Figure 3.15(A1) is a still image of a wear track after stepping up to 16 m/s sliding speed. 

Figure 3.15(A2) is the color histogram of pixels within a highlighted area of the wear track 

(white box) with a Gaussian fit (dotted lines) applied to each of the RGB colors. Figure 3.15(B) 

shows the in-situ image of the same wear track during the 16 m/s sliding step, along with its 

histogram and Gaussian fit. The still image produces a RGB value of [5 8 14], while the in-situ 

image produces a value of [6 8 14]. This shows that color can be largely retained between a still 

image and in-situ image despite the motion blur that occurs from such high sliding speed and low 

frame rate. Figure 3.15(C) shows an in-situ image of the same stepping test from the initial 

sliding speed step of 1 m/s, which shows higher color values, of [90 62 40], corresponding to a 

lighter color inside the wear track compared to the high sliding speed step. The single frame 

optical data indicate that increasing sliding speed results in a significant transition of wear track 
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color from light to dark. This color transition provides the first indication of a potential 

tribochemical reaction between silicon nitride and steel at high sliding speeds. 

 
Figure 3.15: Optical of various frames (left) and their corresponding histograms (right) of 
pixels within the wear track (white box) of a test stepping Us up from 1 m/s to 16 m/s in 3 
m/s increments with 9310 steel 
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The following experiments illustrates the CoF and color in relation to sliding speed over 

time, where each second is two frames. Figure 3.16 illustrates a test with stepping up sliding 

speed from 1 m/s to 16 m/s in 3 m/s intervals over about 450 seconds. The CoF just prior to step 

up from 1 m/s to 4 m/s step was around 0.37. Momentarily after the step up to 4 m/s CoF 

dropped, but then increased rapidly peaking to 0.43. Subsequent steps above 7 m/s illustrate that 

CoF significantly lowers to near 0.16 at the 16 m/s step. The accompanying optical color 

analysis illustrates that the wear track darkened while the CoF was increasing for the first 25 

seconds, once CoF stabilized in the first step the wear track lightened with the highest RGB 

values just before the first step up. Similar to the CoF, the color values momentarily dropped 

after the first step up to 4 m/s, although returned to the lighter color where it remained with only 

a subtle decline. Subsequent steps above 7 m/s illustrate the distinct darkening of the wear track, 

as previously exhibited between figure 3.15(B) and figure 3.15(C) (dotted vertical lines). This 

experiment illustrated that CoF and color transition to lower values somewhere between 4 m/s to 

7 m/s. 

Figure 3.16: Color analysis of a step up Us from 1 m/s to 16 m/s in 3 m/s increments test 
with 9310 steel 
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Figure 3.17 illustrates a test with sliding speed stepped up from 4 m/s to 7 m/s in 0.5 m/s 

intervals over about 450 seconds. The CoF increased during the first step peaking around 0.4, 

after the step up to 4.5 m/s the CoF began to decline with a low around 0.32. After the step up to 

5 m/s the CoF reached a low stable CoF around 0.25 – albeit with fluctuations just prior to 

subsequent steps. Color analysis illustrates similar behavior to CoF, with a substantial increase of 

red until the step up to 4.5 m/s where both red and green declined. After the step up to 5 m/s 

colors darkened and stabilized. 

Figure 3.17: Color analysis of a step up Us from 4 m/s to 7m/s in 0.5 m/s increments test 
with 9310 steel 

 

Figure 3.18 illustrates that the high 16 m/s constant sliding speed experiment transitions 

from a high CoF of 0.24 light wear track to a a low CoF of 0.11 and a dark wear track within the 

first 20 seconds – corresponding to an estimated 510 °C contact temperature decrease as 

illustrated in figure 3.2. Figure 3.19 illustrates the unique response in color when stepping down 

in 3 m/s intervals from 16 m/s to 1 m/s, the first steps color and CoF mirrors the constant high 

sliding experiment, but CoF increases as sliding speed decreases yet the wear track color 

remained dark. 
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Figure 3.18: Color analysis of a constant Us of 16 m/s test with 9310 steel conducted over 300 s  
 

Figure 3.19: Color analysis of a test step down Us from 16 m/s to 1 m/s in 3 m/s increments 
test with 9310 steel 

 

Figure 3.20 illustrates a ramping up experiment over 25 minutes from 1 m/s to 16 m/s 

with an initial 1 minute hold, there was a significant drop in CoF, from 0.4 to 0.3, and a 

darkening of color at 4.5 m/s, with a further decline of CoF to 0.16 by the experiments end. 

Lastly, figure 3.21 illustrates the same operating procedure as found for figure 3.16, stepping up 

in 3 m/s intervals from 1 m/s to 16 m/s, except the ball was set in non-rolling contact with the 
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rotating disk. This static-counterface experiment illustrates a lower initial CoF around 0.32, and 

more intense blue rather than red after the first step as well as declining CoF for subsequent 

steps. 

Figure 3.20: Color analysis of a ramp up Us from 1 m/s to 16 m/s test with 9310 steel 
 

Figure 3.21: Color analysis of non-rolling step up Us from 1 m/s to 16 m/s in increments of 
3 m/s test with 9310 steel 

 

Emphasis was placed on color analysis for in-situ optical microscopy due to the contrast 

in wear track appearance and chemistry observed between the low sliding speed versus high 
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sliding speed experiments. These optical results indicate that color changes align with changes in 

CoF – having a lighter color associated with high friction generally when sliding speeds are less 

than 4.5 m/s and dark color associated with low friction when sliding speeds are greater than 5 

m/s. Furthermore, when correlated to the wear and SEM results. Optical microscopy illustrates 

that the formation of the black oxide tribofilm at high sliding speeds corresponds with a 

substantial decrease in the disk wear rate.  
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CHAPTER 4 

CONCLUSIONS 

Results of the low sliding speed (< 1 m/s) and high sliding speed (> 1 m/s) experiments 

with room and high (up to 1000 °C) temperatures were compared in order to distinguish the 

contributions of bulk temperature and flash temperature on the formation of transition metal 

oxides and their resulting effects on the tribological behavior for dry silicon nitride on steel 

contacts with maximum Hertzian pressure of 1.45 GPa. Both the low sliding speed test at the 

maximum environment temperature (1000 °C) and the test at the maximum sliding speed (16 m/s 

with 130 °C bulk temperature) had estimated total contact temperature of 1000 °C. The critical 

factor that differentiates the localized flash heated contact from the bulk heated contact are the 

kinetic effects associated with localized flash heating, i.e. the rapid heating then cooling likely 

induced the thermal stresses that caused the tribofilm cracking. Because the operating 

temperature in the low sliding speed tests were sustained for long periods the system had 

sufficient time to undergo effects such as thermal softening, annealing, or phase transformations, 

meaning that the decrease in hardness resulted from severe bulk oxidation and thermal softening. 

The silicon nitride on steel contact under extreme conditions, be it high sliding speed or high 

operating temperature, exhibits substantially decreased friction, and oxidative wear was 

determined to be the main wear mechanism at the most severe operating conditions tested. 

However, different wear modes are apparent between experiments. Bulk oxide growth for the 

low sliding speed experiments exceeded wear at and above 700 °C, and this tribolayer rapidly 

fractured and spalled during hardness measurements, indicating poor adhesion with the steel 

substrate. The low sliding speed wear mode contrasts with what was observed for high sliding 
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speed experiments, where the tribofilm was thin and no debris was ejected outside the wear 

track. 

Both sets of experiments reveal some link between tribochemical reactions and wear 

track color. In-situ of the high sliding speed experiments illustrated a clear relationship between 

color of the transfer film in the wear track and friction, revealing that higher friction generally 

correlated with lighter colors and likewise lower frictions correlated with darker colors. The low 

sliding speed experiments saw less correlation of friction and color of the wear track, but was 

notable because the wear scar color was associated with the wear mechanism. The formation of a 

black oxide tribofilm was clear and there were also ejected wear debris at the lowest 

temperatures before a transition to abrasive parallel grooving at moderate temperatures. The 

literature review of past dry silicon nitride on steel studies suggests that 1000 °C is above the 

temperature required for oxidation of steel, formation of SiO2, and diffusion of silicon nitride 

into steel. Oxidation of steel debris was observed for the 1.5 m/s sliding speed contact and all 

low sliding speed contacts, while oxidation of steel into a coherent tribofilm was determined to 

occur at sliding speeds around 4.5 m/s, coinciding with the reduced friction and color change 

resulting from the tribofilms presence. Formation of SiO2 and silicon nitride diffusion was not 

conclusively determined, but it is likely they formed for the 16 m/s sliding speed test because the 

EDS results of the disk specimen showed the presence of Fe-O, Si-O, or Fe-Si compounds. 

Furthermore, the wear volume increase of the silicon nitride ball corroborates the process of 

increased chemically reactivity under high enough temperatures. 

Collectively, the results of this study demonstrate the formation and effects of transition 

metal oxides on the tribological behavior of the dry hybrid silicon nitride on steel at both low and 

high sliding speeds. Additionally, the ability for transition metal oxides to compact and form a 
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lubricious tribofilm resulting in negligible disk wear at 16 m/s sliding speed and a 100 N load is 

also noteworthy as it provides the possibility for an adaptive lubrication at high sliding speeds. 

Estimations of the temperature rise, and the resulting contact temperatures, supports the 

occurrence of tribochemical reactions that were previously reported in literature, and thus also 

the activating mechanisms of transition metal oxides formation in relation to operating 

conditions. Lastly, the use of the WAM-14 tribometer enabled the development of a unique 

testing protocol enhanced by in-situ instrumentation under sliding speeds greater than most other 

tribological studies.  
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CHAPTER 5 

FUTURE RESEARCH 

The increase of load for both the low sliding speed and high sliding speed experiments 

was not found to significantly influence the tribological behavior. However, according to the 

temperature rise estimations, an experiment that increases load from 20 N to 200 N conducted at 

the 16 m/s sliding speed would in turn increase contact temperature by an estimated 840 °C, 

from 360 °C to 1200 °C, assuming a 0.24 coefficient of friction under the same experimental 

setup – see figure 3.1. Therefore, an increasing load experiment could achieve contact 

temperatures sufficient to induce a tribochemical reaction, and would be useful in further 

evaluating the operating parameters influence on the transient effects. Additionally, the author 

suggests additional characterization using TEM to determine the evolution of structure in relation 

to the transient effects resulting from operating conditions. Specifically, TEM of the tribofilm 

produced for the reciprocating experiment at 1000 °C, the triboproducts of the 1.5 m/s sliding 

experiment, and the tribofilm of the 16 m/s experiment which were all determined to be 

influenced by tribochemical reactions. Characterization via TEM could also assist in 

understanding unreported Raman and infrared spectroscopy results which were inconclusive on 

the specific phase composition of the tribofilms for both sets of experiments. 
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